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Explore Global Cultures




Discover North Carolina’s only museum dedicated to the study of global cultures. Explore stories of humanity, from ancient archaeological sites to the celebrations and struggles of today. Learn about people from around the world through their everyday objects, ceremonial artifacts, and visual arts.




Open Tuesday to Saturday, 10:00am to 4:30pm. Admission is free.











Upcoming Events
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        African Music Open House
    

    April 13, 1:00-4:00pm




    
        Closed for Memorial Day
    

    May 25-27
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Recent News Stories



	[image: Words, Music, Memory panels]
Commemorating the HolocaustFebruary 1, 2024
	[image: archaeologists digging in a cave]
Renowned Archaeologist Dr. Becca Peixotto to Speak at the MuseumSeptember 19, 2023
	[image: Objects in storage]
Museum Acquires New CollectionAugust 30, 2023
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Explore the Collection with the Artifact of the Month



	[image: wood thumb piano]
Kuba Thumb PianoApril 2, 2024
	[image: dot painting]
Aboriginal Australian Dot PaintingMarch 4, 2024
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Somali HeadrestFebruary 6, 2024
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Find a Craft Activity with Cultures Up Close



	[image: Samoan tapa cloth]
Pacific Islands: Paint a Tapa ClothMay 31, 2023
	[image: kente cloth strips]
Ghana: Weave a Kente ClothFebruary 27, 2023
	[image: Bean Game]
Native American Heritage Month: Make & Play the Bean GameNovember 22, 2022
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Stay in Touch




Receive updates on exhibits and events from the Lam Museum





        


    
        Sign Up Now    
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        [image: Have you ever tried authentic Nigerian food? Our upcoming African Music Open House is your chance! We're very excited to have the @africanavenuellc food truck onsite for the event next Saturday, April 13, 1-4pm. We hope to see you here!  #lammuseum #africanfood #nigerianfood #wsnc #wsncfood #wsncfoodie]
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        [image: Save the date for our African Music Open House! We're very excited to be featuring performances by @oteshacreativearts and @africasa_wfu. Hope to see you there! 🪘🎶🪘  #lammuseum #wakethearts #africanmusic #africandance #thingstodowsnc #free #wsnc]
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        [image: Our April Artifact of the Month is a Kuba thumb piano from our exhibit "Beyond Drumming: African Musical Instruments." You'll also be able to play thumb pianos at our upcoming African Music Open House on April 13, 1-4pm.  Thumb pianos are most commonly known as mbira, a name that comes from the Shona language of Zimbabwe. They use a resonating chamber, such as a wooden box, stiffened leather, or even a large gourd, to amplify their sound. They are playing by holding the instrument with both hands, so your fingers are underneath, and your thumbs are on top to pluck the tines.  The earliest evidence for mbiras goes back to approximately 1000 BCE, when a plucked instrument with bamboo or wood tines was developed on the west coast of Africa. Then, around 1300 years ago, instruments with metal tines were invented in Southeast Africa. This instrument soon spread throughout the continent, acquiring many different forms and names. The kalimba, a westernized version of the mbira, has been popularized around the world, most notably by the band Earth, Wind and Fire. In 2020, the making and playing of the mbira in Malawi and Zimbabwe was added to the UNSECO Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.  In addition to being played for the enjoyment of the music, thumb pianos can be played for ceremonial occasions, like weddings and funerals, or for religious purposes. For some, playing the mbira can create a pathway to the spiritual world, connecting to ancestors to seek their advice. The pleasing sound of the music has the ability to attract the ancestor spirits to the world of the living.  This thumb piano comes from the Kuba Kingdom in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, where it is known as a sanza.  Thumb pianos in the Kuba culture are played for both the living and the ancestors. While some sanza are ornately decorated, this example is relatively simple. This instrument was collected from the Kuba people by missionary Ida Black in 1939.  Curatorial assistance for this post was provided by Brighid Biehl (’24) and Seth Neitlich (’26).  #lammuseum #africanmusic #africaninstruments #thumbpiano #mbira #sanza #kuba #drc]
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        [image: The Museum will be closed Friday and Saturday for Easter weekend. We hope all those who celebrate have a wonderful holiday!]
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        [image: We have a new exhibit! "To Be Seen: Documenting the Art of the Ivory Coast" will be on display through August 16.   #lammuseum #wakethearts #ivorycoast🇨🇮 #exhibit #thingstodowsnc #wsnc #free]
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        [image: Are you interested in Mediterranean archaeology? We've got the lecture for you! We look forward to seeing you next Thursday!  #lammuseum #wakethearts #mediterraneanarchaeology #classicalarchaeology #archaeology #crete #bronzeage]
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        [image: We are so thankful to Dr. Premlata Vaishnava, who spoke at Wake Forest recently, for her donation of two Kaavad instruments to the Lam Museum’s permanent collection. Kaavad instruments are used in an ancient form of storytelling in Rajasthan, India, to bring the stories to life.  #lammuseum #rajasthan #kaavad #storytelling #india]
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        [image: Our March #ArtifactOfTheMonth is a beautiful Aboriginal Australian dot painting by artist Mingi May Barnes, who is from the Wangkatjungka Aboriginal community, in the Kimberley (northern) region of Western Australia. She sells her work in art galleries, where this piece was purchased in the early 1990s. Her art is strongly influenced by the Dreaming and is an interpretation of the many stories told by Aboriginal Australian in the Western Desert area.   The Dreaming, or Dreamtime, is a philosophy and narrative of sacred creation stories explaining the origin of the universe and the interconnectedness of all people and things. It is passed down through stories, songs, and ceremonies, linking Aboriginal Australians to their past. Dot painting as we know it today evolved in part to disguise the sacred stories and symbols represented in the artists’ work.  This painting includes many symbols. The concentric circles in the middle represent a meeting place or campground. The U-shapes represent women, identifiable because the long oval shapes nearby represent digging sticks. Men would be represented with other implements, like boomerangs, instead. U-shapes are chosen because they represent an aerial view of a person sitting cross-legged. The circles next to them represent children. Below this surface level symbolism, the painting also has deeper meanings connected to sacred stories and beliefs.  #lammuseum #aboriginalaustralia #aboroginalart #dotpainting #australia]
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        [image: This week is your last chance to see "Words, Music, Memory: Re(presenting) Voices of the Holocaust" and "Take Time: Tea and Mindfulness." Both exhibits close this Saturday!  #lammuseum #wakethearts #thingstodowsnc #free]
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        [image: Join our team this summer! Visit the WFU student employment website for all the details. Applications are due March 1.  #lammuseum #wakethearts #summerjob]
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        [image: We hope to see you tomorrow as we explore the Rituals of Chinese Tea! This event is also a great opportunity to see our exhibit "Take Time: Tea and Mindfulness" before it closes on March 2.  #lammuseum #tea #teatasting #teaceremony #China]
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        [image: We ❤️ you very much! Happy #ValentinesDay!]
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        [image: Don't miss this Saturday's opportunity to see a demonstration of the Gongfu tea ceremony and taste a variety of Chinese teas with the World Tea Association!  #lammuseum #tea #teatasting #teaceremony #China]
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        [image: We hope to see you this weekend for our Holocaust commemoration events connected to the exhibit "Words, Music, Memory: Re(presenting) Voices of the Holocaust." Full details can be found via the Events link in our bio.  #lammuseum #holocaustmemorial #music #wakethearts]
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        [image: After a long January, we're ready to move on to February with a new #ArtifactOfTheMonth! Headrests are used by many people around the world during sleep. This type, known as a barkin, is used by nomadic #Somali and Aweer (Boni) people in southern #Somalia and eastern Kenya. In Somali culture, headrests are used by both men and women. By elevating the head during sleep, headrests protect the user from getting attacked by scorpions, snakes, and other dangerous pests. Men’s headrests, like this one, have a smaller base, which makes them somewhat unstable to sleep on. This intentional instability prevents the shepherds that use them from falling into a deep sleep while guarding their animals. Thus, the headrest has become a symbol of vigilance. Women’s headrests have a more stable base.  Headrests like this one are carved from a single piece of lightweight wood known as hagar or yucab wood. The incised decorations on the supports of the headrest show an interlaced rope motif, likely reflecting Islamic influence. Some experts interpret the design as a type of prayer for God’s protection of the sleeper.  For Somali men, headrests are an indicator of status. This type of headrest, with two supporting columns, is reserved for elders, while a different style with a single column is used by young men. More elaborate decorations also indicate higher status.  #Headrests also feature in the wedding rituals of Somali nomads. On the wedding night, the groom places a sum of money, known as the tubash, under the bride’s headrest. The next morning, she will use the money to purchase an amber necklace, a symbol that she is now a married woman.  This piece, along with more than two dozen other headrests, is currently on display in "Headrests: The Exhibit." Research assistance for this post was provided by the exhibit curator, Rebekah Lassiter (’23).  #lammuseum #africa #sleep #blackhistorymonth]
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        [image: We're hosting what promises to be a fascinating lecture next Thursday! We hope you can join us as we learn about the resiliency of ancient Peruvians in the face of extreme environments and natural disasters.]
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        [image: In conjunction with our exhibit "Words, Music, Memory: Re(presenting) Voices of the Holocaust," we will be presenting two events next weekend, a lecture and a performance. You can read all the details via the News link in our bio.  #lammuseum #holocaustmemorial]
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        [image: "Beyond Drumming: African Musical Instruments" is yet another new student-curated exhibit now on display! Showcasing the diversity of African music, it also includes a hands-on section of instruments you can play and video of music and dance performances.  #lammuseum #africanmusic #worldmusic #wakethearts]
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            Timothy S. Y. Lam Museum of Anthropology
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The Museum is open to the public Tues.–Sat., 10 a.m.–4:30 p.m.

Special arrangements can be made for groups and events.

Admission is free. Donations are gratefully accepted.

        

        
            
            
    


    


    

            

            
            336.758.5282

                lammuseum@wfu.edu

    

            
            Find us on campus map
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                        Support Wake Forest

                        A gift to the Wake Forest Fund supports student needs immediately.

                        Give now
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                        Wake Forest Giving Societies

                        Where the most loyal Wake Forest supporters belong.

                        Join today
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